HIGH TEMPERATURE TEST DEVICE FOR TARGETED LUBRICANT, COATING AND WORK ROLL MATERIAL EVALUATION APPLIED IN HOT ROLLING – TRIBOTHERM
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Abstract: In hot rolling of steel the applied tools face a continuous wear due to thermal and mechanical work load. Depending on the addressed product (strip or profile) and deformation step in the process line (roughing or finishing stands) this load varies in contact time and material flow due to reduction rates and elongation. During the last decades different work roll materials were developed to fulfill these demands. Additionally lubricants and wear protective coatings contribute to this task in order to decrease production costs and increase product quality. BFI has developed a high temperature testing device, Tribotherm, to enable a targeted pre-selection of potential work roll material, lubricant or wear protective coating. This testing device rotates two cylinders independently against each other with defined and adjustable slip, rolling speed and pressure. One cylinder, representing the product material, can be inductively heated until 1000°C, while lubricant and cooling can be applied as well. Wear rates (wear profile, gravimetric), topography and torque can be continuously controlled and evaluated. Main aim is to evaluate promising tools to be implemented in the industrial process. A qualitative comparison of different techniques is possible to identify the most effective combinations. The Tribotherm plant has been continuously improved in several research projects and first results have been already transferred successfully into industrial practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN AIMS

The demands for tools applied in hot rolling or hot deformation are high. The operating conditions due to thermal and mechanical stress during deformation operation cause material destruction. To guarantee the requested product surface quality rolls have to be exchanged and overworked regularly. Even smaller cracks in the surface are leading to undesired surface imprints, affecting surface quality aspects. If cracks become bigger a complete fracture of the roll might occur. Plant downtime and complete replacement of rolls is resulting. During the last decades especially improved material grades for hot flat rolling have been developed. Latest milestone was the introduction of high chrome and high speed steels (HSS) [1,2]. Beside that lubricants were applied to decrease wear rates, to contribute to the process abatement and to reduce the rolling force [3,4]. To decrease the thermal impact and establishing optimal thermal crown, intensive and targeted work roll cooling is applied [5]. Additionally different type of wear protective coatings have been
developed and tested to increase service capability and reduce tool costs [6]. Coatings can be applied on a cheaper basis casting grades to reduce the tool costs in general.

To reduce the risk and costs for development and first industrial application most accurate and representative tests procedures and devices are requested to enable a pre-testing and pre-selection of most suitable and promising technologies. Especially in hot deformation, there is a lack of available test devices for screening of new materials, lubricants, coatings under varying process conditions. Therefore BFI has developed a variable test bench – Tribotherm – for the targeted examination of promising products and materials to close this gap.

2. TRIBOTHERM TEST DEVICE DEVELOPMENT AND PRACTICAL TESTING

A first approach of the hot test plant was generated in 2010. One drive with torque measurement was used for the rotation of bottom and top cylinder which were connected with cogged wheel to generate a fixed defined slip (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Original Tribotherm test plant setup](image)

After certain running time wear occurred on the teeth which leads to inaccuracies in slip and vibrations, affecting the torque measurement. Therefore a new improved setup was planned and realized within the last year (Fig. 2).

Two independent drives and torque measurements for bottom and top cylinder were the main change regarding the former construction. Additionally varying force to increase the Hertian pressure up to 100 kg can be realized.

![Figure 2. Revised Tribotherm test plant setup](image)

Improved housing and cooling of shaft drives and measurement units contributes to save and reliable experimental conditions for several hours. The capacity of the inductive unit was improved that reaching a temperature level of heated cylinder up to max 1000 °C (Fig. 3).

![Figure 3. Revised Tribotherm test plan](image)

After the setup, first calibration experiments have been performed to adjust and improve the control of the independent drives to generate stable and flexible slip. The slip represents relative speed between material and tool during deformation, which leads to mechanical wear between the contact partners. Furthermore thermal effects, cooling and logging of relevant data had to be studied and used for establishing representative and reliable conditions. In Figure 4, the effect a water injection into the roll bite at 300 rounds per minute (rpm), without slip and 900 °C (900 °C maximum and 820 °C during spraying due to a cooling effect) can be seen.
Temperature effects cannot be fully excluded but intensified cooling of bearings and the shaft softens this torque measurement disturbance. Additionally this temperature effect is logged as well and temperature compensation can be calculated.

Finally the introduction of defined slip was tested. In Figure 6 the difference of roll speed is indicated by the green lines.

The decrease of the lower cylinder speed of about 2% from 300 to 294 rpm leads to an increase of torque on both cylinders.

After activation of lubrication a significant torque drop over 50% can be observed. After switching off lubrication and slip, former torque level has been reached and the next experiments with 2% slip and lubrication starts.

The plant delivers representative values within one campaign to compare different effects.

The plant is now in the conditions for representative experiments to test lubricants, coatings or wear resistant materials.

3. SELECTED RESULTS

In different ongoing research projects the targeted evaluation of lubricants und coatings have been performed to contribute to the pre-choice of most promising products and techniques for industrial trials. Two examples for the test procedure performed with the Tribotherm test plant to describe the way of pre-evaluation will be given in the following.

In Figure 7 the screening of lubrication effect for different concentrations at constant
flow rate is shown. Mean values have been generated from the complete campaign and compared with a second campaign (1st and 2nd) pass.

A higher fluctuation was observed for the tests without slip but with increasing slip the stability increases. It can be stated that torque decrease is higher for increasing slip and that higher concentration leads to lower friction as well. A saturation can be assumed as there the difference between 1 and 2% is not as high as it might be assumed. Anyway the reproducibility is, for a tribological test, already high and allows the fixing of suitable concentration levels for selected material combination (work roll and product material). Furthermore the qualitative comparison of lubricants against each other by targeted variation of concentration, application (roll, roll bite, hot cylinder) and process parameters (speed, Hertian pressure, slip) is possible. Best configurations and lubricants can be pre-selected and used for industrial testing. The transferability of these results to industrial reality has been proven with the original Tribotherm test plant by pilot hot rolling and industrial trials.

Another example is the testing of wear protective coating on chosen substrates. Applied unheated cylinder is drilled and polished to the desired surface state and coated with the selected coating. In this case a chemical dispersion layer was examined on spheroidal cast and tool steel 1.2343 compared to the uncoated cylinders (Fig. 8). The experimental setup parameters were at 300 rpm, 20% slip, 860 – 930 °C and 60 kg total load at 4h trial duration under continuous cooling of coated cylinders.

Only the gravimetric loss of material was examined compared to an uncoated reference cylinder. It can be clearly seen, that the effect on the tool steel with coating showed a decreased wear of 80%. For the cast sample the wear tendency is already significant lower but for the coating still 25% less wear. Additionally surface examination and cross section analyses are possible to give detailed information about the surface state, roughness increase and remaining coating.

Figure 7. Torque reduction measurements for constant flow rate of different concentration of the oil in the emulsion applied in hot rolling

Figure 8. Mass loss uncoated tool and spheroidal cast steel and coated with chemical dispersion layer
behavior. In this selected case wear rate were significant decreased by the coating while the coating layer was reduced but still intact.

For the wear protective coatings the transferability to the industrial process has also been proved in selected pilot and industrial trials.

4. CONCLUSION

From the described examples it can be stated that the Tribotherm test plant is running on stable and representative conditions which allows the targeted comparison of different setting (rolling speed, Hertian pressure, temperature, slip, lubricant application, selected material pairs) for lubricants, coating and roll materials. Most promising setups and techniques can be pre-selected to minimize total amount of industrial trials and risk of failures.
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